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1. INTRODUCTION

Research funding can be characterized as an instrument used by funding councils and science policy makers to affect the research of individual researchers, organizations or the whole research system. Research topics and funding schemes should be carefully chosen to achieve the funders’ goals. More than ten years ago the German federal government and the states had the overall objective to strengthen the German science and university system and their international competitiveness by focusing mainly on research excellence. They initiated two large research funding programs: the Excellence Initiative (ExV) and the Pact for Research and Innovation (PFI). The two funding programs have both similarities and differences. While the Excellence Initiative is dedicated to the university system, the Pact for Research and Innovation focuses on the public non-university research organizations. Although the Excellence Initiative and the Pact for Research and Innovation pursue the same goal, different funding and governance mechanisms are applied. This leads to two questions: What are the reasons for choosing different forms of funding in order to fulfill objectives that are to a great extent identical? How do these differing governance mechanisms affect the universities and the public non-university science system? The effects will be observed by bibliometric and research and development (R&D) indicators.

2. FUNDING SCHEMES AND GOVERNANCE MECHANISMS

The governance perspective has increased continuously over the last decade and has influenced the research on higher education and science studies. For instance, the model of the “Governance Equalizer” (Boer, Enders, & Schimank, 2007; Schimank, 2005) differentiates analytically between five dimensions of governance: state regulation, stakeholder guidance, academic self-governance, managerial self-governance and competition. In an international comparison the German higher education system could traditionally be characterized by both a relatively strong state regulation and a relatively strong academic self-governance, but an undergoing profound process in the last years has transformed the universities more and more into organizational actors (Krücken, 2011).

What is the underlying funding and governance mechanism of the Excellence Initiative and the Pact for Research and Innovation? The governance of the Excellence Initiative is based on competition. The science policy aim of the program was to promote a “performance spiral” (ExV), which should lead to a higher performance and a better international standing of the German universities. Proposals for competitive grants have to be submitted and are reviewed in a group peer review process. The highly selective funding scheme (Möller, Antony, Hinze, & Hornbostel, 2012) produces temporarily funded winner universities. In contrast, the central science policy aim of the Pact for Research and Innovation was to give the public research organizations financial planning security, which means that the block grant steadily rises for the public non-university research organizations by an annual rate of 3% (2006-2010 and 2016-2020) respectively 5% (2011-2015).

It begs the question why the federal government and the states decided to run different funding schemes (competitive versus block grants) in the two programs which have largely the same goals, to strengthen the German science and university system and their international competitiveness.1 Two developments framed the conceptualization phase of the Excellence Initiative: An ongoing debate since the 90s about the “rotten” German universities (Glotz, 1996, p. 1; Simon, 1991, p. 52) and the results of the international university rankings (Shanghai 2003, THE 2004), which show that the German universities could not keep up with the top 50 worldwide leading universities. During this time the managerial self-governance of universities was highly questionable. It seemed that the competitive governance mechanism had to be the modus op-

1 In addition, the Excellence Initiative and the Pact for Research and Innovation support collaborations between the universities and the non-university research organizations as well as promoting young researchers and gender equality. The Pact for Research and Innovation gives a somewhat greater weight on the cooperation with the industry.
erandi for giving new impulses to the German university system — according to the ideas of New Public Management. In contrast, it looked as though the federal government and the states had a deeper trust in the managerial self-governance of the non-university research organizations, which also had a higher research performance than the universities (see below). The governance mechanism of the Pact for Research and Innovation can be described as external state guidance in the format of a target agreement, in which the science policy sets the main objectives, but gives the non-university research organizations the freedom to choose the appropriate activity for achieving the given goals (GWK, 2014). Every year the non-university research organizations have to report their annual activity. The future amounts are independent of the degree of target achievement.

3. METHODOLOGY

The paper is based on data of the German Federal Statistical Office (Statistisches Bundesamt) and bibliometric data of the Web of Science (WoS). The development of the research and development expenditures and the third-party funding were analyzed. In addition, data from the monitoring report of the Pact for Research and Innovation (GWK, 2014, pp. 77–79) is included, because the Federal Statistical Office did not report annually the third-party funds of the non-university research organizations. For the bibliometric analysis the publications of the humanities and social sciences were excluded, due to a very low coverage in the WoS. For the analysis of the proportion of publications that belong to the worldwide top 10% highly cited papers (PP Top 10%, Bornmann, 2014; Waltman & Schreiber, 2013) only citable document types (articles, reviews) were considered and measurement field and doctype normalized in a three year citation window. All calculations have been processed on the database of the German Competence Center for Bibliometrics.

The study covers the time period from 2005 to 2012. The year 2005 was the last year before the financial support from both the Excellence Initiative and the Pact for Research and Innovation has started. The investigation period ends 2012 because the first funding period of the Excellence Initiative terminated in this year.

In order to differentiate the effects of the two funding programs, different units were analyzed separately: On the one hand the universities and on the other hand the non-university research organizations Helmholtz Association (HGF), Max Planck Society (MPG), Leibniz Association (WGL) and Fraunhofer Society (FHG). In addition three university subgroups were separated by their success in the Excellence Initiative. First, the nine so called Universities of Excellence (UoE), which are successful in each of the three funding lines (the graduate schools, the cluster of excellence and the university future concept), second, the 37 universities with success in at least one funding line (ExIn Uni) and third, the universities without any funding in the Excellence Initiative (No ExIn Uni). For the bibliometric approach only eight Universities of Excellence (UoE) were considered, because a separate analysis was not applicable after the merger between the University of Karlsruhe and the Helmholtz Center Karlsruhe. The address normalization was made in the German Competence Center for Bibliometrics (Schwechheimer, Rimmert, & Winterhager, 2015).

4. RESULTS

4.1 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES AND THIRD-PARTY FUNDING

How do different governance mechanisms affect the universities and the non-university research organizations? Figure 1 shows the development of the R&D expenditure and Figure 2 the third-party funding of the universities (without the university hospitals) and non-university research organizations (NURO). The data were normalized to the year 2005.

Figure 1 shows similarities and differences between the university and the non-university sector. During the time period from 2005 to 2012 the growth of R&D expenditure are almost the same for the university and the non-university sector (Uni 159%; NURO 148%). While the funding by the Pact for Research and Innovation fully comes to bear in 2006, the financial support of the Excellence Initiative rises slowly over the first two years. Some initial projects started in November 2006 and the last approved projects began their work at the end of 2007. So 2008 is the first year in which all the projects of the Excellence Initiative were running.

The increase of the universities of excellence (UoE 187%) and the excellence universities (ExIn 160%) are above the average while the non-excellence universities have a lower growth rate (No ExIn 132%). These results indicate an ongoing stratification process in the German university system. In comparison, the R&D expenditures of the non-university research organizations show a similar increase: WGL 153%, HGF 151% and the FHG 150%. Only the MPG has a slightly lower growth rate (138%).
5. DISCUSSION

The Excellence Initiative and other third party funding programs have changed the research conditions of the universities. The third-party funding rises more sharply than the total R&D expenditures (Figure 1 & 2). As shown in Table 1 in 2005 39% of the R&D expenditures of the university sector were based on third party funding. In 2012 it increased to 49%. The results indicate where to a different governance of funding leads: The competitive funding enhances the share of third party funding, while a growth in basic funding has the converse effect. For the non-university sector with a steady increase in basic funding, the share of third party funding stays almost at the same level (2005: 31%; 2012: 33%).

4.2 BIBLIOMETRICS

For the bibliometric analysis (Figure 3) the indicator proportion of publications that belong to the top 10% worldwide highly cited papers (PP Top 10%) is applied. The university groups show the above mentioned differentiation: The UoE (year 2012: 17.2%) is exceeding the ExIn universities (15.1%) followed by No ExIn Universities (13.5%). Above the overall German average (14.5%) are the UoE, and the ExIn universities.

The annual results for the FHG differ over time by a low number of publications, but it should be noted that publication or citation indicators are not very appropriate for an organization, which has a strong applied research and industry collaboration mission. The best performers in 2012 measured by the PP Top 10% indicator are the MPG (22.6%) and the HGF (19.9%) followed by the WGL (14.8%). The non-university research organizations have overall higher impact (NURO 19.0%) than the university sector (14.4%).

5. DISCUSSION

The Excellence Initiative and other third party funding programs have changed the research conditions of the universities. The third-party funding rises more sharply than the total R&D expenditures (Figure 1 & 2). As shown in Table 1 in 2005 39% of the R&D expenditures of the university sector were based on third party funding. In 2012 it increased to 49%. The results indicate where to a different governance of funding leads: The competitive funding enhances the share of third party funding, while a growth in basic funding has the converse effect. For the non-university sector with a steady increase in basic funding, the share of third party funding stays almost at the same level (2005: 31%; 2012: 33%).
in terms of the PP Top 10% indicator. For a valid comparison between the universities and the non-university research sector further aspects should be taken into account, e.g. discipline related financial demands, the industry mission orientated research (e.g. of the FHG), or large research infrastructure (e.g. German Electron Synchrotron (DESY) as a part of HGF). All these factors are limiting the direct comparison between universities and non-university research organizations.

Within the university groups the UoE have the highest share of third party funding (2012: 58%) followed by the Exln (52%) and the No Exln (44%) universities. Considering that the third party funding does not cover the whole research expenditures, the success in attracting additional funds may yield, especially for the most competitive and successful universities, into internal governance problems. A report of the German Research Foundation (DFG) stated that depending on differences between the research fields and topics, from 30% up to 300% of the personal costs of a research project have had to be co-financed from the universities (DFG, 2013). This is over, in part far over the given flat rate of 20% overhead budgets provided by the German Research Council.

Former findings based on guided interviews with university leaders and researchers in the Excellence Initiative show, that — with a growing amount of co-financing — the universities are more and more restricted in their future scope of actions (Bukow & Möller, 2013). The ability to act, however, is essential for the organizational self-governance of a university. As some studies pointed out, organizational autonomy is an important factor for success in attracting competitive funds (Aghion, Dewatripont, Hoxby, Mas-Colell, & Sapir, 2010; Boer, Jongbloed, Enders, & File, 2010). Extensive competitive funding that limits the self-governance of the universities through a high degree of not fully funded research costs, can have in the end no or the opposite effects. In contrast to the universities, the non-university research organizations have a greater ability to choose the appropriate activity also within the funding scheme Pact for Research and Innovation.

Currently, we are facing a new trend in some German states (e.g. Baden-Württemberg, Thüringen). They have reduced their competitive and program based funding in favor of an annual increase in basic funding. Similarly to the Pact for Research and Innovation, the state Baden-Württemberg assures an annual increase of 3% until 2020. The explicit aim of the science policy makers is to give the universities more flexibility and autonomy and less state regulation (Baden-Württemberg, 2015, p. 6). After a period focusing mainly on the competitive governance mechanism, science policy makers seems to rethink their toolbox instruments and emphasis also other factors that are relevant for the university self-governance, their autonomy and productivity.
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